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The 150th Anniversary of the founding of Belleek Pottery was celebrated by collectors 
from around the World at the home of Belleek – the Pottery itself.   
 
This special supplement by the UK Belleek Collectors’ Group complements the Group’s 
publication of a book containing original material from the span of the Pottery’s history.  
The supplement is sent together with the Group’s Newsletter number 28/2, July 2007. 
 
In our write-up of the Convention, we have a full diary of the events, written by Pat Tubb.  Following this we 
have Eddie Murphy’s experiences of the Convention.  
 
Neville Maguire held the launch of his book “Belleek in Context” just before the Convention started, so this is 
fully reported here.   
 
The Convention attracted local, national and even international attention, so we reproduce here one of the 
many press reports, as this one relates to our Group members Rose and Roy Hollihead.   
 
A fabulous array of Belleek had been assembled for sale by the dealers who spent many long hours in the 
dealers room at the Killyhevlin Hotel – some of this is shown in a brief report here. 
 
The absolutely magnificent display of Belleek at the Enniskillen Castle Museum was a highlight of the tours 
during the Convention.  A number of important items of Belleek from the Ulster Museum in Belfast had been 
moved to Enniskillen (to augment the Castle Museum’s already very good collection) to be available during 
the 150th Anniversary celebrations. 
 
Many thanks to all who contributed to this special supplement – contributors of press cuttings, articles and 
photographs are specifically acknowledged in the main Newsletter. 
 
The Cover Picture is the view from the back of the Killyhevlin Hotel in Enniskillen with the Convention The Cover Picture is the view from the back of the Killyhevlin Hotel in Enniskillen with the Convention The Cover Picture is the view from the back of the Killyhevlin Hotel in Enniskillen with the Convention The Cover Picture is the view from the back of the Killyhevlin Hotel in Enniskillen with the Convention 

plate as an inset.plate as an inset.plate as an inset.plate as an inset.    
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150 Years of Belleek Pottery: the 2007 Convention150 Years of Belleek Pottery: the 2007 Convention150 Years of Belleek Pottery: the 2007 Convention150 Years of Belleek Pottery: the 2007 Convention 
        

Pat Tubb’s Convention DiaryPat Tubb’s Convention DiaryPat Tubb’s Convention DiaryPat Tubb’s Convention Diary    
 
The convention is now over and a great time was had by all, leaving us with many happy memories. 
Because we were split into several groups and stayed in different hotels most of what I will write about is 
personal to Paul, Patrick and myself. 
 

MONDAY:MONDAY:MONDAY:MONDAY:   For us the convention started with our arrival in Enniskillen on Monday afternoon, the 16th 

of April, after spending a long weekend in County Down with family. We travelled to Enniskillen by a cross-
country route stopping off in Armagh to visit the Catholic Cathedral where we admired, among other things, the 
beautiful mosaic decorations and saw the Cardinals’ hats hanging there particularly that of Cardinal Logue who 
was an occasional visitor to Belleek Pottery AGMs during his time as a Cardinal in the 1890s and 1900s. 
 

We checked into the Killyhevlin Hotel, which was to be the main hotel for the convention, almost immediately 
bumping into Patricia McCauley who was busy finalising arrangements. She said she had a job for Patrick at 
registration time on Wednesday. Whilst dining that evening we were delighted to see Max and Jean Norman 
from Kansas City – Max was the 1994 Honouree – dining with Sean O’Loughlin who had collected them from 
Dublin Airport. Also coming in for dinner was Lady Marion with her daughter, Lucinda, and a group of friends. 
It was good to see her and to have the first of several chats with her. 
 

TUESDAY:TUESDAY:TUESDAY:TUESDAY:  Tuesday morning saw Patrick having the first of many 
swims in the hotel pool before we went off to the Health Centre in the town 
as he had managed to leave his insulin at my cousin’s house in Down!!! We 
sorted this out and then travelled over to Belleek spending some time in the 
pottery before coming back via Kesh on the northerly route around Lower 
Lough Erne. We took the opportunity whilst at the pottery to buy a copy of 
Fergus Cleary’s new book, “The Belleek Pottery Old Photograph Album” 
which had been prepared for the convention and later on we got him to sign 
it. It is the sort of book that will be well used and become much loved by 
collectors. On arriving back at the hotel we discovered Beverly and Chris 
(Marvell), Linda and Eddie (Murphy) indulging in a cream tea. After a long 
chat we agreed to meet up again for a fish and chip supper before going to 
the Clinton Centre for the launch of Neville’s (Maguire) splendid book.  
 
                                                N                                                N                                                N                                                Neville with his book at his Book Launcheville with his book at his Book Launcheville with his book at his Book Launcheville with his book at his Book Launch 
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“The Gang” in the chip shop in Enniskillen“The Gang” in the chip shop in Enniskillen“The Gang” in the chip shop in Enniskillen“The Gang” in the chip shop in Enniskillen    
 
We were joined at the Clinton Centre by other 
UK members – Jan (Golaszewski), Joanna 
(Urbanek), Christine (McCormick), Roy 
(Hollihead), David and Chris (Reynolds), 
Simon, Melanie and their lovely daughter 
Caragh (Whitlock), Ann (Ewing) and, last but 
not least, Tracy and Paddy (McKee). There 
were many other people present including 
several dignitaries. We were all delighted to 
share in Neville’s great success. 
 

 
On returning to the hotel we went into the bar area for a night cap and came across Norma Reilly the president 
of New Jersey Chapter. We knew Norma well from previous conventions and we all had an enjoyable evening 
with her and her daughter, Maureen, and her son in law, Lloyd. 
 

WEDNESDAY:WEDNESDAY:WEDNESDAY:WEDNESDAY:  Wednesday saw the arrival of 
members joining the convention from all corners of the 
world. Patrick started his job early by helping Cathal from 
the pottery and one of the lads from the hotel to bring in 
three hundred plus goody-bags from the van which had 
brought them over from the pottery. With so many bags 
they had to find different places to hide them until 
registration started at 1 pm. When Patricia arrived she gave 
Patrick another job – putting a sheaf of shopping vouchers 
for Belleek shops into each goody-bag. When finally given 
out we found these goody-bags also contained the 
convention plate, which everyone was delighted with, a 
pen, a tiny Belleek basket, a Galway Crystal golf bag 
ornament, a pot of Fermanagh jam, various booklets 
including a song book and a stick of rock.  

 

Patrick Patrick Patrick Patrick ((((in the backgroundin the backgroundin the backgroundin the background)))) rece rece rece receiving ‘goodiving ‘goodiving ‘goodiving ‘goodyyyy bags’ bags’ bags’ bags’    
    

Me (happy) after getting my Convention Me (happy) after getting my Convention Me (happy) after getting my Convention Me (happy) after getting my Convention 
brochure and goodbrochure and goodbrochure and goodbrochure and goodyyyy bag bag bag bag    
 
As I said, members started arriving from 
around mid-morning but, unfortunately, a 
couple of ‘planes were late arriving which 
meant people arrived late in the afternoon 
looking very tired after long journeys. Many 
then had to go on, after registration, to other 
hotels before returning later for the official 
opening. This was scheduled for 7.30 but, 
because of the late arrivals, it did not start 
until around 9.00 pm by which time many of 
the UK group had left for a dinner which had 
been booked for 9.30 at an award winning restaurant in Blacklion in County Cavan (see the write-up on this 
restaurant later in the Newsletter). This was absolutely delicious and enjoyed by 18 members. We ourselves had 
been delighted to accept the invitation as we had wanted to go to the restaurant for some time. 
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THURSDAYTHURSDAYTHURSDAYTHURSDAY    
 
Thursday was the day when the convention started in earnest and, as mentioned earlier, we were all split up into 
six groups called Trellis; Daisy; Neptune; Cherub; Tara and Basket. Three groups had one programme of events 
and then swapped with the other three for Friday. Our group, Trellis, were due in Belleek for the day on 
Thursday so three coach loads set off into the morning traffic at 8.45. Each coach had a guide, mostly from the 
N I Chapter – although I think Simon was in charge of one group. Our guides were Helen and Trevor Rankin 
who did a great job of seeing we were in the right place at almost the right time! The other groups sharing our 
programme were Daisy and Neptune. 
 
At the pottery we were again divided and our first occupation was the factory tour. Although most of us had 
been around before it is always good to take the opportunity to do it again and to see the skills of the different 
workers. Before lunch we had the chance to make flowers, paint shamrocks and fettle a pot. We all had a go, 
Paul for the first time. We were, during the day, able to view the archive collection, made especially for the 
150th anniversary, and see it being made. Sales of the pieces were going well and everyone seemed pleased with 
the lovely pieces.  

UK Group members fettling (UK Group members fettling (UK Group members fettling (UK Group members fettling (Chris Reynolds and Chris Marvell, Ian Gower, with help from Brendan Chris Reynolds and Chris Marvell, Ian Gower, with help from Brendan Chris Reynolds and Chris Marvell, Ian Gower, with help from Brendan Chris Reynolds and Chris Marvell, Ian Gower, with help from Brendan 
McCauley)McCauley)McCauley)McCauley)    
    

    
    
Listening to the tour (Glenda and PaListening to the tour (Glenda and PaListening to the tour (Glenda and PaListening to the tour (Glenda and Paul ul ul ul 
Norman).Norman).Norman).Norman).    
 
 
 
Lunch was at the Carlton in two sittings and we 
were served with hot gammon in a parsley sauce 
with mashed potatoes, carrots and cabbage 
followed by apple pie and custard. Very good and 
expertly organised to get us all in and out so well. 
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At 2.45 we went up to the Church of Ireland Cemetery for the unveiling of a plaque to William Henshall as 
there is no headstone where he is buried. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This is the press report This is the press report This is the press report This is the press report 
of the unveiling of the of the unveiling of the of the unveiling of the of the unveiling of the 
plaque in plaque in plaque in plaque in 
commemoraticommemoraticommemoraticommemoration of on of on of on of 
William Henshall, William Henshall, William Henshall, William Henshall, 
taken taken taken taken from the 26from the 26from the 26from the 26thththth    
April issue of the April issue of the April issue of the April issue of the 
Impartial Reporter.Impartial Reporter.Impartial Reporter.Impartial Reporter. 
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The minister, Rev. Noel Regan, welcomed us 
before handing over to Paul who was privileged 
to say a few words about Henshall’s life and 
family. Helen Rankin then unveiled the 
beautiful plaque. I then heard a lady talking 
about the man in the green coat – Paul – so I 
told her who he was and it turned out that she is 
Agnes Dolan the great niece of Patrick 
Montgomery, Henshall’s son in law. She told us 
about her Aunt Rose, Henshall’s daughter, who 
went to live with Agnes and her parents in 
Glasgow after Patrick died and died there 
herself. Without this piece of personal 
knowledge we might have looked for Rose’s 
death in vain.  

 
We enjoyed a long chat with Agnes who had herself worked 
in the pottery for a number of years. She told us many 
snippets of information including the fact that Henshall’s 
granddaughter, Ernest’s daughter, is still alive and in her 90s. 
We took some photographs to send to her via Agnes. It was 
such a thrill to put some flesh on the bones of our article so 
that in our rush to talk about it I nearly ruined Eddie 
Murphy’s interview with a lady from the radio when we went 
back into the pottery restaurant for a cup of tea.  
 

Paul Tubb meeting AgnesPaul Tubb meeting AgnesPaul Tubb meeting AgnesPaul Tubb meeting Agnes    
 
During the day, too, we had a Phase 6 shop for treasure when a warehouse was opened containing discontinued 
pieces. Everyone was delighted and many of us were able to buy pieces we had missed out on earlier. Among 
the things we got was a painted cottage butter/cheese dish with a red door which reminds me of my Aunt’s 
house up in the Mountains of Mourne. We also had a trip up to the collectors’ room and wallowed in times past. 
 

Around 4.30 we left and made our way back 
to the Killyhevlin for an evening meal 
followed by the evening’s entertainment – 
The American Wake. This was performed by 
people from Belleek, including Fergus, and 
was hugely enjoyable. Also performing were 
The Emerald Revellers who incorporated a 
great deal of Irish dancing into the story.   
During the interval there was a draw for some 
Belleek items.  Patricia had given everyone a 
number when we booked and using those 
numbers the draw was made and Simon 
Whitlock was the lucky one from the UK 
group to receive a prize.  

 Fergus Cleary (right) in the play Fergus Cleary (right) in the play Fergus Cleary (right) in the play Fergus Cleary (right) in the play    
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FRIDAY:FRIDAY:FRIDAY:FRIDAY:    
 
On Friday it was our turn for the activities arranged in Enniskillen so we 
had a somewhat later start to the day. We first went to the Castle Museum 
in the town where our guide was Sarah McHugh the curator of the 
museum who was also scheduled to talk to the convention on Saturday 
morning. She took us around the outside giving us the Castle’s history 
before going into the museum to see firstly the display of Belleek on loan 
from the Ulster museum in Belfast and then to see the Castle’s own 
beautiful collection which includes the rare piece of terracotta. 
 

Belleek terracotta water bottle and stand in the Museum Belleek terracotta water bottle and stand in the Museum Belleek terracotta water bottle and stand in the Museum Belleek terracotta water bottle and stand in the Museum     
 
 
 
Stately CastlecooleStately CastlecooleStately CastlecooleStately Castlecoole    

After the Castle visit we were off to 
Inishclare for the boat trip to Devenish 
Island where we were able to climb up 
to the ruined church beyond the famous 
round tower. It is so lovely and peaceful 
on the island, but we had to leave and 
return to the hotel for lunch followed by 
our final visit of the day to Castlecoole 
just five minutes from the hotel.  

 
This is a beautiful house that had belonged to the Lowry-Corry family since the 18th century but is now in the 
hands of the National Trust.   
   

The evening entertainment was a Karaoke session and sing-a-long. We were 
entertained by some good singers, especially the Fleming family from Canada. 
Patricia and Angela also showed that they have lovely voices. Eddie sang Anna 
from Fermanagh and Patrick the Fields of Athenry before, as a group, we gave 
them Danny Boy. 
Among our number 
was a couple from 
Portsmouth who 
we hope will join 
the group. To end 
the evening we 
joined Angela and 
George Moore on 
the dance floor 
and, mostly the UK 
group, danced the 
next hour or so 
away. 

Angela Moore….. Angela Moore….. Angela Moore….. Angela Moore…..                                                  ….                                                 ….                                                 ….                                                 ….and the UK Group and the UK Group and the UK Group and the UK Group     
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SATURDAY:SATURDAY:SATURDAY:SATURDAY:    
 
On Saturday those of us in the Killyhevlin Hotel had a bit of a lie-in as the first talk, given by local historian 
John Cunningham, did not start until 9.45 am. His talk was headed ‘Belleek in 1857’ and was most interesting 
telling us how a small and really insignificant village rose to fame. Our next speaker was Sarah McHugh whose 

talk ‘From Stoke on Trent to Belleek’ 
was her own pottery journey as, prior 
to taking up her current job as curator 
of the Castle Museum in Enniskillen, 
she had worked at the Potteries 
Museum in Hanley. She illustrated her 
talk with slides of her favourite 
paintings showing how life was in both 
places in the early days. Eddie 
surprised her by recognising a painting 
of Penkhull! 
 

Speakers John Cunningham and Sarah McHughSpeakers John Cunningham and Sarah McHughSpeakers John Cunningham and Sarah McHughSpeakers John Cunningham and Sarah McHugh    
 
A short coffee break preceded the next phase and probably the highlight of the morning’s entertainment, an 
auction of pieces of Belleek to raise funds for the expenses of this and the next convention and for the 

Degenhardt Scholarship Fund. Those of us who had 
seen and heard Dean Bagnall previously knew what a 
treat was in store. As an auctioneer, Dean is great and 
fascinates us with the speed at which he operates and 
his spiel which helps him to get that little bit more 
money from bidders. Despite a few lapses back into 
Dollars he managed to get through the process in the, 
for him, unusual currency of Pounds sterling. For the 
first time we bought from him, a Shamrock Muffin 
Dish No 2 of the archive collection with a golden 
shamrock painted on it. In total the auction raised 
over £4000 and the two 50th anniversary plates 
donated by the UK group made £110 each. 
 
 

Dean Bagnall and assistant auctioning a UK Group ‘50th’ plate Dean Bagnall and assistant auctioning a UK Group ‘50th’ plate Dean Bagnall and assistant auctioning a UK Group ‘50th’ plate Dean Bagnall and assistant auctioning a UK Group ‘50th’ plate     
 

Before lunch Trevor Rankin told us about his collection 
of baskets starting with an illustrated description of 
how they are made followed by pictures of the baskets 
in his own collection. Among the slides was a picture 
of one of the young basket makers at the pottery. His 
name is Simon and many of us, including myself, had 
met him during our time at the factory. I was very 
impressed by Simon’s enthusiasm for his work and the 
passion he felt when he saw his own work for sale. 
Trevor, too, had a passion for his basket collection as 
we all do for our own collections and research. 
 
Speaker Trevor RankinSpeaker Trevor RankinSpeaker Trevor RankinSpeaker Trevor Rankin    
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We were running a bit late but a buffet lunch was 
ready for us before we set out once more to Belleek 
for the inauguration of this year’s Honouree, Helen 
Rankin. Whilst waiting for all to assemble we 
queued for a delicious tub of Tickety Moo 
Fermanagh Ice Cream despite the rain which started 
but did not interfere with proceedings at the 
inauguration nor with the group photograph in front 
of the factory. Nor did it prevent the other important 
part – the tree planting ceremony. Roland 
Glendinning of Toronto had been Honouree since 
the Grand Rapids convention and planted his tree 
first followed by Helen Rankin this year’s 
Honouree. Roland assured everyone that he was 
used to the task from his early years on a County 
Tyrone Farm.                                                                    

Honouree Roland Glendinning tree plantingHonouree Roland Glendinning tree plantingHonouree Roland Glendinning tree plantingHonouree Roland Glendinning tree planting    
       
Then it was back on the coaches to return to hotels 
and get ready for the evening’s Gala Dinner at the 
Killyhevlin. We found that the sale room was being 
dismantled which we had all enjoyed at various 
times during the convention where many beautiful 
pieces of Belleek were for sale. There were four 
dealers, Lady Marion, Olga Clarke, Eileen O’Neill 
and Tony Hearty plus his sister, Mary, selling her 
magnificent quilts. Also in the sale room was to be 
found Neville selling his book and he seemed quite 
pleased with the result.  
 

Olga Clarke in the Dealer’s Room Olga Clarke in the Dealer’s Room Olga Clarke in the Dealer’s Room Olga Clarke in the Dealer’s Room     
 
 

Last but not least our own publication, “150 Years of the 
Belleek Pottery” went very well thanks to all involved with the 
selling especially Beverly who was frequently seen with a 
copy in her hand as well as leaving flyers around the hotel.  
 
Chris and David Chris and David Chris and David Chris and David 
ReyReyReyReynolds, nolds, nolds, nolds, 
browsing with browsing with browsing with browsing with 
UK book ‘in UK book ‘in UK book ‘in UK book ‘in 
hand’hand’hand’hand’                                                    
    
Bev Marvell Bev Marvell Bev Marvell Bev Marvell 
chatting to chatting to chatting to chatting to 
Fergus about the Fergus about the Fergus about the Fergus about the 
UK bookUK bookUK bookUK book    

 
David, too, was often seen with a plastic bag containing the books 
looking for people who had asked for copies. It too will be valued 
by collectors for many years to come. 
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There was a champagne reception before the Gala 
Dinner followed by a really delicious and tasty meal. 
We shared a table with Del Domke, Honouree in 
1995, Tom Martin from the pottery and his wife, 
Roisin, the O’Connors from Chicago who we had 
first met at the Washington convention in 1999 – 
Frank is mentioned in one of the Belleek Collector 
magazines as a fireman who went to New York to 
help in the aftermath of 9/11. Jan Golaszewski and 
Joanna Urbanek were also with us and we were 
delighted to have the company of Angela Moore’s 
parents. 

Patrick with Rose and Roy HoPatrick with Rose and Roy HoPatrick with Rose and Roy HoPatrick with Rose and Roy Hollllliheadliheadliheadlihead    
    

Paul with Carroll CarterPaul with Carroll CarterPaul with Carroll CarterPaul with Carroll Carter of the Phoenix Chapter of the Phoenix Chapter of the Phoenix Chapter of the Phoenix Chapter    
 
After the meal Helen cut the celebration cake attended by 
the past Honourees. George Moore, Chairman of Belleek 
Group, gave us an update on the Pottery business and 
how he feels it is going from strength to strength. Angela 
Moore’s closing remarks included thank yous to many 
people, not least Patrick for his help and he was presented 
with the Heritage 2007 Irish Pot which now proudly sits 
on one of our windowsills. Patricia was, rightly, 
honoured also for all she had done to make the 
convention such a success and she received a gift and a lovely bouquet of flowers. Angela said that 
arrangements were hopefully being made for the next convention but that at present the hosts are being kept 
secret. 

 
Honourees Honourees Honourees Honourees before before before before cutting cutting cutting cutting 
the celebrathe celebrathe celebrathe celebration caketion caketion caketion cake    
 
We were then entertained 
by the Percy French 
Quartet whilst the cake 
pieces were distributed 
around and coffee was 
served. Sadly during this 
time farewells started as 
people began to depart 
for other hotels and some 
very early starts for 
‘planes on Sunday 

morning. A young lady then took over the music and introduced a disco style and dancing commenced again 
mostly with the UK and Northern Ireland groups although I did spy a lovely couple from Washington State. 
 
Thus officially ended the 9th convention which celebrated 150 years of the Belleek Pottery and we can say was 
undoubtedly a great success. As Max Norman says it is not just a group of people but a family of collectors. 
Lets hope we will all meet again. 

---- Patricia A Tubb    Patricia A Tubb    Patricia A Tubb    Patricia A Tubb   ----   April 2007   April 2007   April 2007   April 2007    
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Well, the time had come at last for us to make our way to Ireland.  We decided to go earlier than we had 
originally planned – before the Convention started - as Linda had taken the previous week off work.  After the 
ferry ride we made our way up to our Mecca, but as the ferry was late we didn’t get to Belleek in time and the 
Pottery was closed, so it had to be the next day before we could go and see “the Glory”. 
 

So here is my personal diary, starting on the Monday before the Convention.  We arrived nice and early at the 
Pottery so we could go on one of the tours, see old friends and of course the new Belleek that was in production 
- after all these are the reasons that we go on tour for.  And no surprise, the Pottery had pieces that were not in 
the shops yet – we spotted a very interesting “new” production - the figure of Erin awakening from her slumber 
- were they really going to produce it again?  “Yes”, was the reply.  This was exciting and although she was still 
in the soft clay form she looked just like the old one - no changes at all. 
 

After the tour we saw Patricia and had a good long chat. She asked if we would be willing to do interviews for 
the media, we thought about it and then agreed. First was the Fermanagh Herald (see the picture above), the 
newspaper reporter had learned that we are from the Potteries (I wonder who told him that!) and wanted a 
picture of Linda painting a basket with Patricia, John Maguire, the couple from Canada Bob and Vicky Pearce 
and me. This was not the end of our unexpected celebrity…then came the people from the Impartial Reporter: 
they took a few photos and the one they settled on was one across from the factory front, with everyone sitting 
on a bench, holding the flag for each of the countries represented at the forthcoming Convention – there were 
seven flags in all (facing page).  

Happy Days at the Convention Happy Days at the Convention Happy Days at the Convention Happy Days at the Convention     
----    Eddie MurphyEddie MurphyEddie MurphyEddie Murphy’s Convention Diary’s Convention Diary’s Convention Diary’s Convention Diary 
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Yes, it’s them again!  Yes, it’s them again!  Yes, it’s them again!  Yes, it’s them again!  Linda and EddieLinda and EddieLinda and EddieLinda and Eddie, apparently representing New Zealand and Ireland this time…, apparently representing New Zealand and Ireland this time…, apparently representing New Zealand and Ireland this time…, apparently representing New Zealand and Ireland this time…    
 
Next day, Tuesday, was even more of the same, an interview and then another one – this time for a Web site.  
It was a great honour to be representatives of the collectors but the only thing we were not happy about was that 
they kept on asking: “What was the value of your most expensive piece”… it’s the modern preoccupation with 
money!  Of course, we weren’t telling anyone where we lived… but you never know!   
 
That evening we went to Neville Maguire's book launch and had the chance to meet some old friends again like 
Mr.G.Simpson (of Viewback Auctions) and Paddy and Tracy McKee, it was good to see them and other people 
we knew again. 
  
Then came the actual day which we had been waiting for - the checking in day, Wednesday… and boy-oh-boy 
wasn't it a beautiful goody bag!  The Convention Plate was really good, depicting the view of the pottery, a nice 
design and nice quality.  Also there were lovely candles and rock (which our granddaughter said was nice) 
along with a lot of other goodies - the bag itself was a good strong one, but we will not be using it – it’s too 
good a souvenir! 
 
Once checked in, the dealers room was opened up:  the dealers there were Marion Langham, Olga Clarke, Tony 
Hearty, and Eileen O'Neill.  We were sorry to see that Norman Huntley, who had been expected, wasn’t there. 
In addition to these, there was of course our Neville, who had hired a table to sell his new book and had most 
generously offered to sell some of the UK Group’s “150 Years” books.  We had brought a good number of the 
books over with us (around 100 of them) on the ferry and we were hoping they would sell well for the Group.   
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…Thanks to Bevy Marvell and thanks to Neville for the use of his table, every one of the Group’s books were 
sold by the end of the Convention. 
 
After looking around the dealers room and ogling at some of the Belleek, we went into the Ballroom to find out 
where we were scheduled to be the next day (according to the Convention itinerary).  Most of the UK 
Belleekers (including our friends from New Zealand, Glenda and Paul Norman) were going to a restaurant in 
Blacklion which was run buy another Mr. Maguire, of TV fame, this time called Neven, not Neville.  
 

 
 

Neven Maguire at MacNean BistroNeven Maguire at MacNean BistroNeven Maguire at MacNean BistroNeven Maguire at MacNean Bistro    
 
 
The food was wonderful at Neven’s MacNean Bistro in 
Blacklion. 
 
Finally at around 1.30 am we were on our way back to our 
cottage to get some sleep for the next day… but the adrenalin 
had now begun and so not much sleep… I should have had a 
Guinness, that might have done the trick.  
 
 
And so, onto the next day, Thursday, it was a day around the factory for us - we had a go at different 
production tasks (fettling and painting) and then onto a warehouse sale of newish Belleek.  Lunch was at the 
Carlton hotel, opposite the pottery.  By this time I was feeling the strain and we decided not to go to the night 
time entertainment -which was a mistake by all accounts, as the Play that was put on was excellent (as everyone 
told us the next day!).   
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Still we were refreshed for the Friday  to do what half the visitors had done 
the day before, a trip on the Erne and onto Devenish Island with lunch at the 
Killyhevlin and then onto that night’s entertainment, which was Karaoke.        

    

Eddie with “Anna Eddie with “Anna Eddie with “Anna Eddie with “Anna fromfromfromfrom    
Fermanagh”, The Fermanagh”, The Fermanagh”, The Fermanagh”, The eeeefforts fforts fforts fforts 
of the UK Group, of the UK Group, of the UK Group, of the UK Group, 
Patricia and Katrina had Patricia and Katrina had Patricia and Katrina had Patricia and Katrina had 
more success with their more success with their more success with their more success with their 
songsongsongsong (right)  (right)  (right)  (right) , Eddie , Eddie , Eddie , Eddie 
getting his Prize from getting his Prize from getting his Prize from getting his Prize from 
Patricia Patricia Patricia Patricia …………and Patrick and Patrick and Patrick and Patrick 
also won a prizealso won a prizealso won a prizealso won a prize… … … … 
Below Below Below Below –––– the Northern  the Northern  the Northern  the Northern 
Ireland Group.Ireland Group.Ireland Group.Ireland Group.    
 

I chose a song called 
“Anna from Fermanagh” 
because I knew a bit of it.  
It contains a line saying: 
“Her teeth shone like fine 
Belleek china…” and that 
part had been filmed for 
the video at the Belleek 
factory.   
 
 
 
 

 

Patricia asked me to go first as she knew the song and thought it would be 
apt to the open the fun… well it wasn’t that I was nervous and I knew the 
song …but there was a problem: the man who was accompanying me on 
guitar and keyboard did NOT… he really put me off!  I struggled on anyway 
and actually managed to win the Solo Prize!  Amazing.  When it came to the 
group singing I made all the UK collectors get up and sing (with exception 
of Chris Marvell as he was our photographer – yes, it’s nice to have an 
excuse – Chris), Linda said: if you can’t sing just open your mouth and 
pretend. The UK collectors won that as well!  So that was Friday- fantastic! 
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Saturday, we went back down to Enniskillen for presentation and talks at the Killyhevlin.  The lunch and back 
to the Belleek pottery (I wonder how many times I can use the word Belleek?) for ice cream.  One lady had all 
six tubs of ice cream different flavours - she ate them all - but I did not see her at the Gala dinner later…  
 
Some photos taken on SaturdaSome photos taken on SaturdaSome photos taken on SaturdaSome photos taken on Saturday afternoon y afternoon y afternoon y afternoon –––– just outside the Pottery. just outside the Pottery. just outside the Pottery. just outside the Pottery.    

 
Fergus signing Fergus signing Fergus signing Fergus signing 
Bev’s copy of his Bev’s copy of his Bev’s copy of his Bev’s copy of his 
bookbookbookbook....        
TTTThe he he he string quartet.string quartet.string quartet.string quartet.    
Simon and Simon and Simon and Simon and 
Melanie… “UK Melanie… “UK Melanie… “UK Melanie… “UK 
Group members Group members Group members Group members 
laugh at weather laugh at weather laugh at weather laugh at weather 
like this!” like this!” like this!” like this!”     
Patricia with the Patricia with the Patricia with the Patricia with the 
Chain of Honour Chain of Honour Chain of Honour Chain of Honour     
Angela and Angela and Angela and Angela and 
Patricia with Patricia with Patricia with Patricia with 
Helen after her Helen after her Helen after her Helen after her 
investituinvestituinvestituinvestiture.re.re.re.    
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The TicketyThe TicketyThe TicketyThe Tickety----Moo Moo Moo Moo 
queue… it just goes queue… it just goes queue… it just goes queue… it just goes 
to show that to show that to show that to show that 
Belleek collectors Belleek collectors Belleek collectors Belleek collectors 
will go through a lot will go through a lot will go through a lot will go through a lot 
for free delicious ice for free delicious ice for free delicious ice for free delicious ice 
cream!cream!cream!cream!    
    
Helen with husband Helen with husband Helen with husband Helen with husband 
TrevorTrevorTrevorTrevor    
    
Our Honouree for Our Honouree for Our Honouree for Our Honouree for 
2007200720072007 planting a  planting a  planting a  planting a 
treetreetreetree....    
    
    

    

Finally outside the Pottery for a grouFinally outside the Pottery for a grouFinally outside the Pottery for a grouFinally outside the Pottery for a group photo p photo p photo p photo –––– it takes more than a little bit of rain to dampen our spirits! it takes more than a little bit of rain to dampen our spirits! it takes more than a little bit of rain to dampen our spirits! it takes more than a little bit of rain to dampen our spirits!    
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There were a lot more people at the Gala Dinner over and above those that had been involved the rest of the 
week, so spotting some one was made difficult. After the prizes were given out it was all brought to an end, we 
wished it could have gone on for a few more days, but alas we had to go home on the Sunday. That brought a 
end to it all, it was back to bed and up early for the ferry to take us home. 
 
P.S. it will not be long before we are back, though    –––– Eddie Murphy Eddie Murphy Eddie Murphy Eddie Murphy    
 
Here is a small selection of photos, showing the festivities of the Gala Dinner on Saturday…Here is a small selection of photos, showing the festivities of the Gala Dinner on Saturday…Here is a small selection of photos, showing the festivities of the Gala Dinner on Saturday…Here is a small selection of photos, showing the festivities of the Gala Dinner on Saturday…    

…these pictures are mainly of UK and …these pictures are mainly of UK and …these pictures are mainly of UK and …these pictures are mainly of UK and 
Northern Ireland Group members Northern Ireland Group members Northern Ireland Group members Northern Ireland Group members –––– as  as  as  as 
you can see we are all having a fineyou can see we are all having a fineyou can see we are all having a fineyou can see we are all having a fine old old old old    
time…time…time…time…    
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…on the right is Mr …on the right is Mr …on the right is Mr …on the right is Mr 
Maurice Cassidy, a Maurice Cassidy, a Maurice Cassidy, a Maurice Cassidy, a 
descendant of Robert descendant of Robert descendant of Robert descendant of Robert 
Williams Armstrong Williams Armstrong Williams Armstrong Williams Armstrong 
and on the left of and on the left of and on the left of and on the left of 
course is Dr George course is Dr George course is Dr George course is Dr George 
Moore Moore Moore Moore –––– giving us his  giving us his  giving us his  giving us his 
address address address address ---- who has  who has  who has  who has 
taken on Armstrong’s taken on Armstrong’s taken on Armstrong’s taken on Armstrong’s 
mantle as the present mantle as the present mantle as the present mantle as the present 
owner of the owner of the owner of the owner of the 
Pottery…Pottery…Pottery…Pottery…    
    
    
    

    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
…and here w…and here w…and here w…and here we see three of the e see three of the e see three of the e see three of the 
Honourees gathering in Honourees gathering in Honourees gathering in Honourees gathering in 
preparation for the cutting of the preparation for the cutting of the preparation for the cutting of the preparation for the cutting of the 
150150150150thththth Anniversary Cake.  Marion  Anniversary Cake.  Marion  Anniversary Cake.  Marion  Anniversary Cake.  Marion 
here looks to be in very good here looks to be in very good here looks to be in very good here looks to be in very good 
form…form…form…form…    
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… the cake, awaiting for the ceremonial cutting … the cake, awaiting for the ceremonial cutting … the cake, awaiting for the ceremonial cutting … the cake, awaiting for the ceremonial cutting 
by Helen Rankin, the new Honouree…by Helen Rankin, the new Honouree…by Helen Rankin, the new Honouree…by Helen Rankin, the new Honouree…    
    
George Moore and HeleGeorge Moore and HeleGeorge Moore and HeleGeorge Moore and Helen Rankinn Rankinn Rankinn Rankin    
…illuminated by the Cherub Candelabra…illuminated by the Cherub Candelabra…illuminated by the Cherub Candelabra…illuminated by the Cherub Candelabra    

    

    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    

All in all, the All in all, the All in all, the All in all, the 
whole Convention whole Convention whole Convention whole Convention 
was a fabulous was a fabulous was a fabulous was a fabulous 
triumph for our triumph for our triumph for our triumph for our 
good friends at good friends at good friends at good friends at 
Belleek Pottery…  Belleek Pottery…  Belleek Pottery…  Belleek Pottery…      

    
…………Congratulations to all involved   Congratulations to all involved   Congratulations to all involved   Congratulations to all involved       ---- w w w we can’t wait for the next one!e can’t wait for the next one!e can’t wait for the next one!e can’t wait for the next one!    
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Books at the Belleek ConventBooks at the Belleek ConventBooks at the Belleek ConventBooks at the Belleek Convention ion ion ion 
2007200720072007 
 
The Convention in April 2007 was a good time to buy 
some new books to take home. 
 
The UK Group publication, “150 Years of The Belleek Pottery” was 
an instant best seller and we sold every copy we had managed to 
take to Enniskillen with us, then Collectors who had not bought 
early were happy to make advanced payments together with postal 
costs and to have the books posted to them later. As soon as possible 
after The Convention, all UK Members were sent their copy and 
there have been some further orders received from overseas since. I 
must also report that we were able to place copies of the book in 
both The Fermanagh District County Library and The Enniskillen 
Castle Museum Archives. For years to come, anybody seeking 
information on Belleek in either resource will have access to our 
book. 
 

 

On the Evening of 17th April, we were invited to The Clinton 
Centre in Enniskillen where Viewback Auctions were hosting 
the launch of “Belleek in Context” by Neville Maguire, the 
attendances and press coverage presented Neville with a good 
start-up to selling his book, and he received a lot of attention 
from buyers both at the launch and during the Convention where 
he was busy signing copies as he sold them. If you have not yet 
seen or bought a copy of Neville’s excellent book, I recommend 
that you buy a copy. 
 
Thirdly and with great pleasure, I can report that Fergus Cleary, 
Head of Design at The Belleek Pottery has compiled the 
contents of “Belleek Pottery, The Old Photograph Album”. The 
existence of The Armstrong photograph album has been long 
since known about by Collectors, but owing to it’s delicate state 
it resides, safely in the safe at The Pottery. It was in 1995 at the 
Seattle Convention that I first raised the idea of the album being 
copied and published for Collectors, I raised the idea again on a 
number of occasions firstly suggesting The Millennium to be a 
good time, then as 2000 had passed I again raised the subject 
with 2007 and the 150th anniversary celebrations in mind, so I 
feel particularly pleased to review this publication.  

 

The book is an absolute treasure, showing every page from the album without any editing or tidying up, and 
each page comes complete with notes and prices, hand written and believed to be the notes made by Robert 
Williams Armstrong. 
 
Fergus Cleary gave me a copy of the book which he has dedicated to the Group, and it will be available at 
future meetings for Members to read. Members who have not already done so, and want to buy their own copy 
should contact The Visitor centre at The Pottery. 

---- David Reynolds David Reynolds David Reynolds David Reynolds    
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Neville Neville Neville Neville MMMMaguire’s Book Launchaguire’s Book Launchaguire’s Book Launchaguire’s Book Launch    

    
Above is a press report of the launch of Neville’s book at the Clinton Centre in Enniskillen, which took placeAbove is a press report of the launch of Neville’s book at the Clinton Centre in Enniskillen, which took placeAbove is a press report of the launch of Neville’s book at the Clinton Centre in Enniskillen, which took placeAbove is a press report of the launch of Neville’s book at the Clinton Centre in Enniskillen, which took place    
on the Tuesday evening before the Convention started.on the Tuesday evening before the Convention started.on the Tuesday evening before the Convention started.on the Tuesday evening before the Convention started. The report appeared in the  The report appeared in the  The report appeared in the  The report appeared in the Fermanagh Herald of 18Fermanagh Herald of 18Fermanagh Herald of 18Fermanagh Herald of 18thththth    
April.April.April.April.    
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Geoffrey Simpson of 
Viewback Auctions (left) 
introduced Neville (right) 
who gave a brief summary 
of the book and how it 
differed in its treatment of 
the subject from any of the 
books for collectors which 
had been published before.  
The UK Belleek 
Collectors’ Group was well 
represented at the book 
launch (as described in Pat 
Tubb’s Convention Diary 
earlier in the Newsletter).   
 

There were more brief talks by Geoffrey 
Simpson and invited speakers: Professors 
John Pinkerton and Alun Evans from 
Queen’s University, Belfast.  
 
It was a convivial occasion and it was 
gratifying to see the achievement of a 
fellow member of the UK Group. 
 
See the Book review later in this 
Newsletter – the book is also available 
via the Viewback Auctions Website at 
£20.00: 
www.viewbackantiquesandauctions.com/.   
 
It has also been seen for sale by 
Viewback Auctions on Ebay. 
 
Pictures: Pictures: Pictures: Pictures: (above) (above) (above) (above)     GeoffGeoffGeoffGeoffrerererey introduces y introduces y introduces y introduces 
Neville.  Neville giving his Neville.  Neville giving his Neville.  Neville giving his Neville.  Neville giving his talktalktalktalk.  .  .  .      
    
(left) Another press report of Neville’s (left) Another press report of Neville’s (left) Another press report of Neville’s (left) Another press report of Neville’s 
Book Launch, this time from the Book Launch, this time from the Book Launch, this time from the Book Launch, this time from the 
Impartial Reporter of 26Impartial Reporter of 26Impartial Reporter of 26Impartial Reporter of 26thththth April April April April    

    
(left) Dis(left) Dis(left) Dis(left) Discussing cussing cussing cussing 
the book with  the book with  the book with  the book with  
Simon, Melanie Simon, Melanie Simon, Melanie Simon, Melanie 
and Caraghand Caraghand Caraghand Caragh    
WhitlockWhitlockWhitlockWhitlock........        
    
(right) (right) (right) (right) Neville Neville Neville Neville 
and Olga and Olga and Olga and Olga 
Clarke.Clarke.Clarke.Clarke.    
    

http://www.viewbackantiquesandauctions.com/
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Another Press Report onAnother Press Report onAnother Press Report onAnother Press Report on the  the  the  the ConventionConventionConventionConvention    

This RepThis RepThis RepThis Report from ort from ort from ort from 
the Impartial the Impartial the Impartial the Impartial 
Reporter of 26Reporter of 26Reporter of 26Reporter of 26thththth    
April featureApril featureApril featureApril featuressss    our our our our 
Roy and Rose Roy and Rose Roy and Rose Roy and Rose 

HolliheadHolliheadHolliheadHollihead…………    
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The Dealers roomThe Dealers roomThe Dealers roomThe Dealers room    
 

Another highlight of the Convention was the Dealers Room in the Killyhevlin Hotel.  This not only gave us the 
opportunity to gaze at wonderful and rare pieces of Belleek – we could also buy them (financial circumstances 
permitting)!  The dealers were: Marion Langham, Olga Clarke, Tony Hearty, and Eileen O'Neill.  Here are 
some examples of items that could be purchased. 

    
    
    
A proliferation A proliferation A proliferation A proliferation 
of wonderful of wonderful of wonderful of wonderful 
Belleek Belleek Belleek Belleek –––– surely  surely  surely  surely 
something for something for something for something for 
every collector?every collector?every collector?every collector?    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
Bottom left Bottom left Bottom left Bottom left 
Eileen Eileen Eileen Eileen 
OOOO’Neill and ’Neill and ’Neill and ’Neill and 
Tony Tony Tony Tony 
Hearty.Hearty.Hearty.Hearty.    
    
Bottom Bottom Bottom Bottom 
right right right right 
Neville and Neville and Neville and Neville and 
Bev on book Bev on book Bev on book Bev on book 
selling dutyselling dutyselling dutyselling duty    
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The Enniskillen Castle Museum BelleekThe Enniskillen Castle Museum BelleekThe Enniskillen Castle Museum BelleekThe Enniskillen Castle Museum Belleek    
 
A highlight of the tours that took place during the 
Convention was the visit to the Enniskillen Castle 
Museum.  The Fermanagh County Museum has 
amongst other things, an excellent collection of 
Belleek which had been augmented by the collection 
from the Ulster Museum in Belfast to coincide with 
the 150th anniversary convention at Belleek.  This 
made the visit especially interesting as these items 
had never been seen together before.  The quality of 
the Museum and its exhibits was recognised by The 
Sunday Times citing it as Number One in their “Top 
Five Museums in the UK” – a well deserved and 
significant honour!  Here are some pictures of items 
of Belleek on show at the Museum. 
    
    
Bittern Centrepiece, Bittern Centrepiece, Bittern Centrepiece, Bittern Centrepiece, 
first period, gilded.first period, gilded.first period, gilded.first period, gilded.    
    
    
Bottle with Belleek Bottle with Belleek Bottle with Belleek Bottle with Belleek 
Pottery logo, first Pottery logo, first Pottery logo, first Pottery logo, first 
periodperiodperiodperiod    
    

    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Cased reticulated Cased reticulated Cased reticulated Cased reticulated 
perfume bottle with its perfume bottle with its perfume bottle with its perfume bottle with its 
stopper, first period.stopper, first period.stopper, first period.stopper, first period.    
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Group of four greyhounds, first period Group of four greyhounds, first period Group of four greyhounds, first period Group of four greyhounds, first period        Bust of Dickens, first period              Crocodile spill, second period       Bust of Dickens, first period              Crocodile spill, second period       Bust of Dickens, first period              Crocodile spill, second period       Bust of Dickens, first period              Crocodile spill, second period    

Figure of the Bather Surprised, with special decoration, Figure of the Bather Surprised, with special decoration, Figure of the Bather Surprised, with special decoration, Figure of the Bather Surprised, with special decoration, 
first periodfirst periodfirst periodfirst period    
“Hunter’s plaque”, first period“Hunter’s plaque”, first period“Hunter’s plaque”, first period“Hunter’s plaque”, first period, t, t, t, the outside gilded unglazed he outside gilded unglazed he outside gilded unglazed he outside gilded unglazed 
parianparianparianparian,,,, the centre painted with flowers and the centre painted with flowers and the centre painted with flowers and the centre painted with flowers and glazed. glazed. glazed. glazed.    
Covered gilded and decorated vase, third period.Covered gilded and decorated vase, third period.Covered gilded and decorated vase, third period.Covered gilded and decorated vase, third period.    
Earthenware plaque, painted by Eugene Sheerin.Earthenware plaque, painted by Eugene Sheerin.Earthenware plaque, painted by Eugene Sheerin.Earthenware plaque, painted by Eugene Sheerin.    
““““AcorAcorAcorAcorn” covered box, first period.n” covered box, first period.n” covered box, first period.n” covered box, first period.    
    
Bev in the Museum and the Collectors’ tour outside.Bev in the Museum and the Collectors’ tour outside.Bev in the Museum and the Collectors’ tour outside.Bev in the Museum and the Collectors’ tour outside.    
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Above, tAbove, tAbove, tAbove, the two sides of Fergushe two sides of Fergushe two sides of Fergushe two sides of Fergus Cleary Cleary Cleary Cleary? ? ? ? –––– disreputable disreputable disreputable disreputable drinker (in the play) or academic (with bust of Dickens in the Collectors’  drinker (in the play) or academic (with bust of Dickens in the Collectors’  drinker (in the play) or academic (with bust of Dickens in the Collectors’  drinker (in the play) or academic (with bust of Dickens in the Collectors’ 
Room: “here’s one I made earlier…”).   Room: “here’s one I made earlier…”).   Room: “here’s one I made earlier…”).   Room: “here’s one I made earlier…”).   Another author as actor: Another author as actor: Another author as actor: Another author as actor: John Cunningham in the “American Wake”.John Cunningham in the “American Wake”.John Cunningham in the “American Wake”.John Cunningham in the “American Wake”.    
The background is the view from the Killyhevlin. The background is the view from the Killyhevlin. The background is the view from the Killyhevlin. The background is the view from the Killyhevlin.     
        

Below we have some UK GBelow we have some UK GBelow we have some UK GBelow we have some UK Group members who have finally found the Guinness roup members who have finally found the Guinness roup members who have finally found the Guinness roup members who have finally found the Guinness –––– yes, Eddie, it really does do the trick!   yes, Eddie, it really does do the trick!   yes, Eddie, it really does do the trick!   yes, Eddie, it really does do the trick!      

Finally Finally Finally Finally ––––    a few morea few morea few morea few more memorable images from the Convention… memorable images from the Convention… memorable images from the Convention… memorable images from the Convention… 


